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COHEN-MACAULAY FIBER CONES AND
DEFINING IDEAL OF REES ALGEBRAS OF MODULES
ALESSANDRA COSTANTINI
Abstract. Generic Bourbaki ideals were introduced by Simis, Ulrich and Vas-
concelos in [41] to study the Cohen-Macaulay property of Rees algebras of
modules. In this article we prove that the same technique can sometimes be
used to investigate the Cohen-Macaulay property of fiber cones of modules
and to study the defining ideal of Rees algebras. This is possible as long as
the Rees algebra of a given module E is a deformation of the Rees algebra of a
generic Bourbaki ideal I of E. Our main technical result provides a deforma-
tion condition that in fact extends the applicability of generic Bourbaki ideals
to situations not covered in [41].
1. Introduction
In this paper we study the Rees algebra RpEq and the fiber cone FpEq of
a finitely generated R-module E, where R is either a Noetherian local ring or a
standard graded ring. The Rees algebra RpEq is defined as the symmetric algebra
SpEq modulo its R-torsion submodule. The fiber cone of FpEq is then obtained
by tensoring the Rees algebra with the residue field k of R.
Much of the motivation to study Rees algebras and fiber cones comes from alge-
braic geometry. Indeed, Rees algebras arise for instance as homogeneous coordinate
rings of blow-ups of schemes along one or more subschemes, or as bihomogeneous
coordinate rings of graphs of rational maps between varieties in projective spaces.
Correspondingly, the fiber cone is the homogeneous coordinate ring of the special
fiber of the blow-up at the unique closed point, or of the image of the given rational
map. In many situations, these are Rees algebras and fiber cones of modules which
are not ideals, for instance when considering a sequence of successive blow-ups of
a scheme along two or more disjoint subschemes, or the Gauss map on an alge-
braic variety. In addition, Rees algebras and fiber cones of modules arise when
studying how algebraic varieties and morphisms change as they vary in families,
in connection with the theory of multiplicity and Whitney equisingularity [42, 43].
Algebraically, this relates to the study of integral dependence of ideals and modules
[32, 34, 35, 40, 21, 22, 12, 46, 47].
In this paper we have two main goals. The first is to understand the Cohen-
Macaulay property of the fiber cone FpEq of a module E. In [41], Simis, Ulrich and
Vasconcelos introduced the notion of generic Bourbaki ideals to reduce the study
of the Cohen-Macaulay property of Rees algebras of modules to the case of ideals,
exploiting the remarkable fact that torsion-free module of rank one are isomorphic
to ideals of positive grade (see Section 2 for details). However, to the best of our
knowledge there is no known general technique to study the Cohen-Macaulayness
of fiber cones of modules that are not ideals, and this property is understood only
for a few classes of modules (see for instance [28, 27, 8]).
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We address this issue using generic Bourbaki ideals, and show that they allow
to reduce the study of the Cohen-Macaulay property of fiber cones of modules to
the case of ideals, at least in the case when enough information on the Rees algebra
RpEq of E is available. More precisely, our main result, Theorem 4.8, is a refined
version of the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let R be a Noetherian local ring, E a finite R-module with a rank,
and let I be a generic Bourbaki ideal of E.
paq If FpEq is Cohen-Macaulay, then FpIq is Cohen-Macaulay.
pbq Assume that after a generic extension the Rees algebra RpEq is a deforma-
tion of RpIq. If FpIq is Cohen-Macaulay, then FpEq is Cohen-Macaulay.
The deformation condition in Theorem 1.1(b) is satisfied in particular whenever
the Rees algebra of E is Cohen-Macaulay. In general, the Cohen-Macaulayness of
FpEq and of RpEq are not related to each other. Indeed, suppose that R is Cohen-
Macaulay and that E isomorphic to an R-ideal I of positive grade. Then the Rees
algebra RpEq is isomorphic to the subalgebra
RpIq “ RrIts “ ‘jě0 I
jtj
of the polynomial ring Rrts, and is known to be Cohen-Macaulay whenever the as-
sociated graded ring GpIq “ ‘jě0 I
j{Ij`1 is Cohen-Macaulay and some additional
numerical conditions are satisfied [14, 15, 20, 39]. However, one can construct
perfect ideals I of height two over a power series ring over a field so that FpIq
is Cohen-Macaulay while RpIq is not (see the introduction of [4]). Moreover, for
some ideals I defining monomial space curves one has that RpIq is Cohen-Macaulay
while FpIq is not [9].
Nevertheless, in some circumstances the Cohen-Macaulay property of the Rees
algebra RpIq of an ideal I implies that of the fiber cone FpIq (see for instance
[4, 29]), so it makes sense to investigate similar connections in the case of Rees
algebras and fiber cones of modules as well. Our Theorem 4.9 and Theorem 4.11
provide classes of modules whose Rees algebra and fiber cone are both Cohen-
Macaulay, generalizing previous work of Corso, Ghezzi, Polini and Ulrich on the
fiber cone of an ideal (see [4, 3.1 and 3.4]).
A class of modules with Cohen-Macaulay fiber cone but non-Cohen-Macaulay
Rees algebra is instead given in Theorem 5.6. In this case, the deformation condi-
tion in Theorem 1.1(b) is guaranteed by Theorem 3.1, which is a crucial technical
result in this work, as it in fact extends the applicability of generic Bourbaki ideals
to the study of Rees algebras which are not necessarily Cohen-Macaulay, nor even
S2.
The second main goal of this work is to study the defining ideal of Rees algebras
of modules. Recall that for an R-module E “ Ra1 ` . . . ` Ran the defining ideal
of RpEq is the kernel of the natural homogeneous epimorphism
φ : RrT1, . . . , Tns ÝÑ RpEq
Ti ÞÑ ai P rRpEqs1
Determining the defining ideal is usually a difficult task, but it becomes treatable
for Rees algebras of ideals or modules whose free resolutions have a rich structure.
Using generic Bourbaki ideals, in [41, 4.11] Simis, Ulrich and Vasconcelos deter-
mined the defining ideal of RpEq in the case when E is a module of projective di-
mension one with linear presentation matrix over a polynomial ring krX1, . . . , Xds,
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where k is a field. Their proof ultimately relies on the fact that a generic Bourbaki
ideal I of E has Cohen-Macaulay Rees algebra RpIq, which allows to deduce the
shape of the defining ideal of RpEq from that of RpIq. In fact, their proof only
requires that after a generic extension RpEq is a deformation of RpIq.
With a similar approach, the deformation condition of Theorem 3.1 allows us
to describe the defining ideal of the Rees algebra of an almost linearly presented
module E of projective dimension one over krX1, . . . , Xds (see Theorem 5.6). This
condition means that all entries in a presentation matrix of E are linear, except
possibly those in one column, which are assumed to be homogeneous of degree
m ě 1.
Our result generalizes work of Boswell and Mukundan [2, 5.3] on the Rees alge-
bra of almost linearly presented perfect ideals of height two. While this manuscript
was being written, in his Ph.D. thesis [51] Matthew Weaver extended Boswell and
Mukundan’s techniques to linearly presented perfect ideals of height two over a
hypersurface ring R “ krX1, . . . , Xds{pfq , and used our methods to determine the
defining ideal of the Rees algebra of linearly presented modules of projective di-
mension one. His work suggests potential applications to the case of Rees algebras
and fiber cones of modules of projective dimension one over complete intersection
rings, which include the module of Kähler differentials of such a ring R. This is
particularly interesting from a geometrical perspective, since its fiber cone is the ho-
mogeneous coordinate ring of the tangential variety to the algebraic variety defined
by the ring R.
We now briefly describe how this paper is structured.
In Section 2 we give the necessary background on Rees algebras and fiber cones
of modules and set up the notation that will be used throughout the paper. In
particular, we briefly review the construction and main properties of generic Bour-
baki ideals from [41], as well as Boswell and Mukundan’s construction of iterated
Jacobian duals [2], which we will need later in Section 5.
Section 3 contains our main technical result, namely the deformation condition
of Theorem 3.1, which is going to be crucial throughout the paper and in particular
in the proofs of Theorem 4.8, Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.6.
In Section 4 we study the Cohen-Macaulay property of fiber cones of modules via
generic Bourbaki ideal. Our main results are Theorem 4.8, which reduces the prob-
lem to the case of fiber cones of ideals, as well as Theorem 4.9 and Theorem 4.11,
which produce modules with Cohen-Macaulay fiber cones.
Section 5 is dedicated to the study of the defining ideal of Rees algebras of mod-
ules. Besides the aforementioned Theorem 5.6 on almost linearly presented modules
of projective dimension one, another key result in this section is Theorem 5.3, which
characterizes the fiber type property of a module over a standard graded k-algebra,
where k is a field.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we recall the definitions and main properties of Rees algebras and
fiber cones of modules, and review the construction of generic Bourbaki ideals.
2.1. Rees algebras and fiber cones of modules. Unless otherwise specified,
throughout this work, R will be a Noetherian local ring and all modules will be
assumed to have a rank. Recall that a finite R-module E has a rank, rankE “ e,
if E bR QuotpRq – pQuotpRqq
e, or, equivalently, if Ep – R
e
p for all p P AsspRq.
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This is not a restrictive assumption. In fact, if R is a domain all finite R-
modules have a rank. Moreover, every module with a finite free resolution over any
Noetherian ring has a rank. Most importantly, torsion-free modules of rank one are
isomorphic to ideals of positive grade, which is crucial for our purposes.
In this setting, let Rs
ϕ
ÝÑ Rn ։ E be any presentation of E “ Ra1 ` . . .`Ran.
Then, the natural homogeneous epimorphism
φ : RrT1, . . . , Tns ÝÑ SpEq
Ti ÞÑ ai P E “ rSpEqs1
onto the symmetric algebra of E induces an isomorphism
SpEq – RrT1, . . . , Tns{L,
where the ideal L is generated by linear forms ℓ1, . . . , ℓs in RrT1, . . . , Tns so that
rT1, . . . , Tns ¨ ϕ “ rℓ1, . . . , ℓss.
This definition is independent of the choice of the presentation matrix ϕ (see for
instance [3, Section 1.6]).
The Rees algebra RpEq of E is the quotient of SpEq modulo its R-torsion sub-
module. In particular,
RpEq – RrT1, . . . , Tns{J
for some ideal J , called the defining ideal of RpEq. Notice that by construction
J Ě L and the module E is said to be of linear type if equality holds, since in this
case J is generated by linear equations.
Let k be the residue field of R. The fiber cone (or special fiber ring) of E is
defined as
FpEq – RpEq bR k
(see [11, 2.3]). It can be described as
FpEq – krT1, . . . , Tns{I
for some ideal I in krT1, . . . , Tns. The Krull dimension ℓpEq – dimFpEq is called
the analytic spread of E (see [11, 2.3]) and satisfies the inequality
e ď ℓpEq ď dimR ` e ´ 1
whenever dimR ą 0 and rankE “ e (see [41, 2.3]).
Similarly as for powers of an ideal I, one defines the power Ej of a module E
as the j-th graded component of the Rees algebra RpEq. A reduction of E is a
submodule U Ď E so that Er`1 “ UEr for some integer r ě 0. The least such
r is denoted by rU pEq. A reduction U of E is a minimal reduction if it is minimal
with respect to inclusion and the reduction number of E is
rpEq – min trU pEq |U is a minimal reduction of Eu
(see [11, 2.3]). Moreover, if k is infinite then any minimal reduction of E is generated
by ℓpEq elements, and any general ℓpEq elements in E generate a minimal reduction
U of E with rU pEq “ rpEq.
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2.2. Generic Bourbaki ideals. Generic Bourbaki ideals were introduced by Simis,
Ulrich and Vasconcelos in [41] as a tool to study the Cohen-Macaulay property of
Rees algebras of modules. Most of our technical work in this paper will consist
in providing modifications of the known theory of generic Bourbaki ideals in or-
der to extend their applicability to new situations. For this reason, we recall their
construction and main properties below, referring the reader to [41] for the proofs.
Notation 2.1. ([41, 3.3]). Let pR,mq be a Noetherian local ring, E a finite R-
module with rankE “ e ą 0. Let U “ Ra1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Ran be a submodule of E for
some ai P E, and consider a set of indeterminates
Z “ tZij | 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď e´ 1u.
Denote R1 – RrZs and E1 – EbRR
1. For 1 ď j ď e´1, let xj “
řn
i“1 Zijai P E
1
and F 1 “
ře´1
j“1 R
1xj . Also, denote R
2 “ RpZq “ RrZsmRrZs, E
2 “ E bR R
2 and
F 2 “ F 1 bR1 R
2.
In the setting of Notation 2.1, the existence of generic Bourbaki ideals is guar-
anteed by the following result, and exploits the fundamental fact that torsion-free
modules of rank one are isomorphic to ideals of positive grade.
Theorem and Definition 2.2. p[41, 3.2 and 3.3]q. Let R be a Noetherian local
ring, and E a finite R-module with rankE “ e ą 0, U Ď E a submodule. Also,
assume that:
piq E is torsion-free.
piiq Ep is free for all p P SpecpRq with depthRp ď 1.
piiiq gradepE{Uq ě 2.
Then, for R1, E1 and F 1 as in Notation 2.1, F 1 is a free R1-module of rank e´1 and
E1{F 1 is isomorphic to an R1-ideal J with grade J ą 0. Also, E2{F 2 is isomorphic
to an R2-ideal I, called a generic Bourbaki ideal of E with respect to U . If U “ E,
I is simply called a generic Bourbaki ideal of E.
Generic Bourbaki ideals of E with respect to a submodule U are essentially
unique. Indeed, if K is another ideal constructed as in Theorem 2.2 using variables
Y , then the ideals generated by I and K in T “ RpZ, Y q coincide up to multipli-
cation by a unit in QuotpT q, and are equal whenever I and K have grade at least
2 (see [41, 3.4]).
Notice that assumption (iii) in Theorem 2.2 is automatically satisfied if U is a
minimal reduction of E. Moreover, if in this case I – E2{F 2 is a generic Bourbaki
ideal with respect to U , then the ideal K – U2{F 2 is a minimal reduction of I.
Sometimes it is possible to relate the reduction number of E and the reduction
number of I, as described in part (d) of the following theorem, which summarizes
the main properties of generic Bourbaki ideals.
Theorem 2.3. p[41, 3.5]q. In the setting of Notation 2.1, let U be a reduction of
E. Let I be a generic Bourbaki ideal of E with respect to U , and let K – U2{F 2.
Then the following statements hold.
paq RpEq is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if RpIq is Cohen-Macaulay.
pbq E is of linear type and gradeRpEq` ě e if and only if I is of linear type,
if and only if J is of linear type.
pcq If any of condition (a) or (b) hold, then RpE2q{pF q – RpIq and x1, . . . , xe´1
of F form a regular sequence on RpE2q.
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pdq If RpE2q{pF q – RpIq, then K is a reduction of I with rKpIq “ rU pEq. In
this case, if in addition the residue field of R is infinite and U “ E, then
rpEq “ rpIq.
Condition (c) above says that RpE2q is a deformation of RpIq. This is in fact the
key property that allows to transfer properties from RpEq to RpIq and backwards.
The following result characterizes the deformation property along a Bourbaki exact
sequence.
Theorem 2.4. p[41, 3.11]q. Let R be a Noetherian ring, E a finite R-module with
rankE “ e ą 0. Let 0 Ñ F Ñ E Ñ I Ñ 0 be an exact sequence where F is a
free R-module with free basis x1, . . . , xe´1 and I is an R-ideal. The following are
equivalent.
paq RpEq{pF q is R-torsion free.
pbq RpEq{pF q – RpIq.
pcq RpEq{pF q – RpIq and x1, . . . , xe´1 of F form a regular sequence on RpEq.
Moreover, if I is of linear type, then so is E and the equivalent conditions above
hold.
For our purposes, it will often be convenient to think of the rings R1 and R2 as
the result of an iterative process, where at each step only n variables are adjoined.
This is formalized in the following notation.
Notation 2.5. Let R be a Noetherian ring, E a finite R-module with positive
rank, U “ Ra1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Ran a submodule of E for some ai P E. Let Z1, . . . Zn
be indeterminates, rR – RrZ1, . . . , Zns, rE – E bR rR, rU – U bR rR, and x –řn
i“1 Ziai P
rU . If R is local with maximal ideal m, let S – RpZ1, . . . , Znq “ rRm rR.
In fact, the rings R1 and R2 as in Notation 2.1 are respectively obtained from R
by iterating the construction of the rings rR and S as in Notation 2.5 e ´ 1 times.
Moreover, in Theorem 2.3 the Cohen-Macaulay property is transferred from RpEq
to RpIq and backwards using the following two results iteratively.
Theorem 2.6. p[41, 3.6 and 3.8]q In the setting of Notation 2.5, assume that
rankE “ e ě 2 and that E{U is a torsion R-module. Let E – rE{ rRx and
R – Rp rE q{pxq. Then,
paq x is regular on Rp rE q.
pbq The kernel of the natural epimorphism π : R ։ RpEq is K “ H0
UR
pRq
and coincides with the rR-torsion submodule of R.
pcq If U is a reduction of E and gradeRpEq` ě 2, then π is an isomorphism.
Theorem 2.7. p[41, 3.7]q In the setting of Notation 2.5, assume that R is local,
that rankE “ e ě 2 and that U is a reduction of E. Let E denote pE bR Sq{xS
and R – RpE bR Sq{pxq. If RpEq satisfies S2, then the natural epimorphism
π : R ։ RpEq is an isomorphism, and x is regular on RpE bR Sq. In particular,
RpEq satisfies S2.
Notice that formation of Rees algebras of finite modules commutes with flat
extensions (see [11, 1.3]). Hence, one has that Rp rEq – RpEq bR rR, as well as
RpE bR Sq – RpEq bR S. Therefore, tensoring with the residue field k yields
isomorphisms Rp rEq bR k – FpEq bR rR, and FpE bR Sq – FpEq bR S.
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2.3. Iterated Jacobian duals. When studying the defining ideal of Rees algebras,
the most challenging aspect usually consists in identifying its non-linear part. In
many cases of interest [49, 38, 31, 48, 30, 18, 33, 2, 25], this can be done by examining
some auxiliary matrices associated with ϕ, namely the Jacobian dual or the iterated
Jacobian duals of ϕ, introduced by Vasconcelos [49] and by Boswell and Mukundan
[2] respectively. We briefly recall these notions here, as we will use them intensively
in Section 5.
Although both definitions make sense over any Noetherian ring, for our purposes
we assume that R “ krY1, . . . , Yds is a standard graded polynomial ring over a field





be an nˆs matrix whose entries are homogeneous of constant Y -degrees δ1, . . . , δs
along each column and assume that I1pϕq Ď pY q.
Theorem and Definition 2.8. [49] With R, S and ϕ as above, letM “ cokerpϕq
and let ℓ1, . . . , ℓs be linear forms in the Ti variables, generating the defining ideal
of the symmetric algebra SpMq. Then,
(a) There exists a d ˆ s matrix Bpϕq whose entries are linear in the Ti vari-
ables and homogeneous of constant Y -degrees δ1 ´ 1, . . . , δs ´ 1 along each
column, satisfying
rℓ1, . . . , ℓss “ rT s ¨ ϕ “ rY s ¨ Bpϕq.
Bpϕq is called a Jacobian dual of ϕ.
(b) Bpϕq is not necessarily unique, but it is if the entries of ϕ are all linear.
Moreover, by Cramer’s rule it follows that L ` IdpBpϕqq Ď J .
For a matrix A, let pY ¨Aq denote the ideal generated by the entries of the row
vector rY s ¨ A.
Theorem and Definition 2.9. ([2, 4.1, 4.2 and 4.5]) With R, S and ϕ as above,
let B1pϕq “ Bpϕq for some Jacobian dual Bpϕq of ϕ. Assume that matrices Bjpϕq
with d rows have been inductively constructed for 1 ď j ď i, such that each Bjpϕq
has homogeneous entries of constant Y -degrees and T -degrees along each column.
There exists a matrix Ci whose entries in S are homogeneous of constant Y -degrees
and T -degrees in each column, such that Bi`1pϕq – rBipϕq |Cis satisfies
pY ¨ Bipϕqq ` pIdpBipϕqq X pY qq “ pY ¨ Bipϕqq ` pY ¨ Ciq.
A matrix Bipϕq as above is called an i-th iterated Jacobian dual of ϕ. Moreover,
for all i ě 1:
paq The ideal pY ¨Bpϕqq ` IdpBipϕqq only depends on ϕ.
pbq pY ¨Bipϕqq`IdpBipϕqq “ pY ¨Bpϕqq`IdpBipϕqq Ď pY ¨Bpϕqq`IdpBi`1pϕqq.
In particular, there exists an N ą 0 so that pY ¨ Bpϕqq ` IdpBipϕqq “
pY ¨Bpϕqq ` IdpBi`1pϕqq for all i ě N .
pcq pY ¨Bpϕqq ` IdpBipϕqq Ď ppY ¨Bpϕqq : pY q
iq.
3. A deformation condition for the Rees algebra of a module
As described in Section 2, transferring properties from a module E to a generic
Bourbaki ideal I of E and backwards depends on whether the Rees algebraRpE2q is
a deformation of RpIq. Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 show that this always occurs
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when I is of linear type, or if RpEq or RpIq are known to be Cohen-Macaulay.
On the other hand, it is interesting to find alternative conditions on E or I that
guarantee this deformation property.
Inspired by [41, 3.7] (which was stated here as Theorem 2.7), the following result
provides a new deformation condition, which applies to ideals and modules not nec-
essarily of linear type and whose Rees algebras are not necessarily Cohen-Macaulay
(see for instance Theorem 4.8 and Theorem 5.6).
Theorem 3.1. Let R be a Noetherian local ring, E a finite R-module with rankE “
e ě 2 and let U “ Ra1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Ran be a reduction of E. Let S and x be as in
Notation 2.5 and denote E – pE bR Sq{Sx.
Assume that depthRpEqq ě 2 for all q P SpecpSq such that Eq is not of linear
type. Then, the natural epimorphism
π : RpE bR Sq{pxq ։ RpEq
is an isomorphism, and x is regular on RpE bR Sq.
Proof. We modify the proof of [41, 3.7]. Since x is regular on RpE bR Sq by
Theorem 2.6(a), we only need to show thatK “ kerpπq is zero. In fact, we only need
to prove this locally at primes q P SpecpSq such that Eq is not of linear type. Indeed,
if Eq is of linear type, then RpEqq – SpEqq is isomorphic to SppE bR Sqqq{pxq
by construction, whence Kq “ 0.
Let R denote RpE bR Sq{pxq and let M “ pm,RpE bR Sq`q be the unique
homogeneous maximal ideal of RpEbRSq. Notice that K Ď H
0
M pRq. In fact, after
localizing S if needed, we may assume that K vanishes locally on the punctured
spectrum of S. Hence, K is annihilated by a power of m. Also, by Theorem 2.6
it follows that K is annihilated by a power of UR, and hence by a power of
ER “ pRq`, since E is integral over U .
Thus, for all q P SpecpSq Kq Ď H
0
Mq




0 whenever Eq is not of linear type. Consider the long exact sequence of local co-
homology induced by the exact sequence
0 Ñ Kq Ñ Rq Ñ RpEqq Ñ 0 .






pKqq for i “ 0, 1.
In particular, since Kq Ď H
0
Mq







Therefore, the exact sequence
0 Ñ RppE bR Sqqqp´1q
x
ÝÑ RppE bR Sqqq ÝÑ Rq Ñ 0
induces the exact sequence





ÝÑ H1MqpRppE bR Sqqqq Ñ 0 .
Now, similarly as in [41, 3.7], one can show that H1MqpRppE bR Sqqqq is finitely
generated, as a consequence of the graded version of the Local Duality Theo-
rem. Therefore, by the graded version of Nakayama’s Lemma, it follows that
H1MqpRppE bR Sqqqq “ 0, whence also H
0
Mq
pRqq “ 0. 
4. Cohen-Macaulay property of fiber cones of modules
In this section we examine the Cohen-Macaulay property of fiber cones of mod-
ules. We first show that the construction of generic Bourbaki ideals allows to reduce
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the problem to the case of ideals, as long as the passage to a generic Bourbaki ideal
induces a deformation between the Rees algebras (see Theorem 4.8). We then pro-
vide sufficient conditions for the fiber cone of a module to be Cohen-Macaulay,
generalizing known results of Corso, Ghezzi, Polini and Ulrich for the fiber cone of
ideals [4, 3.1 and 3.4].
Let I be a generic Bourbaki ideal of E. The proof of [41, 3.5] (which was
stated here as Theorem 2.3) suggests that, in order to transfer the Cohen-Macaulay
property from FpEq to FpIq and backwards, the natural map
π : FpE2q – RpE2q bR k ։ RpIq bR k – FpIq
needs to be an isomorphism. Hence, it suffices to provide conditions on the module
E or on the ideal I so that this isomorphism is guaranteed. Our first goal in this
direction is to prove that an analogous statement as that of Theorem 2.6 holds for
fiber cones. This is done through the next two propositions.
Proposition 4.1. Let pR,m, kq be a Noetherian local ring, E a finite R-module
with rankE “ e ě 2, and let U be a submodule of E such that E{U is torsion. In
the setting of Notation 2.5, let L be the kernel of the natural epimorphism
π : pFpEq bR rRq{pxq ։ Rp rE{ rRxq bR k.
Then,
paq L Ď H0U ppFpEq bR
rRq{pxqq.
pbq If in addition U is a reduction of E and depthFpEq ą 0, then x is regular
on FpEq bR rR.





ÝÑ Rp rE{ rRxq Ñ 0
where K “ H0
UR
pRq. Tensoring with the residue field k, it then follows that
L “ pιb kqpH0
UR
pRq bR kq Ď H
0
U ppFpEq bR rRq{pxqq.
This proves (a). Part (b) follows from [13], after noticing that depthFpEq “
gradeUFpEq. 
Proposition 4.2. Let pR,m, kq be a Noetherian local ring, E a finite R-module with
rankE “ e ě 2, and let U be a reduction of E. With the notation of Proposition 4.1,
assume that depthFpEq ě 2. Then,
π : pFpEq bR rRq{pxq ։ Rp rE{ rRxq bR k.
is an isomorphism, and x is regular on FpEq bR rR.
Proof. Let R denote RpE bR rRq{pxq. By Proposition 4.1 it follows that L “
kerpπq “ pιb kqpH0
UR
pRq bR kq Ď H
0
U ppFpEq bR
rRq{pxqq and that x is regular on
FpEq bR rR. In particular, there is an exact sequence
0 Ñ pFpEq bR rRqp´1q xÝÑ FpEq bR rR ÝÑ pFpEq bR rRq{pxq Ñ 0.
Now, notice that H1U pFpEq bR
rRq “ 0 since
gradeUFpEq bR rR “ gradeEFpEq bR rR ě depthFpEq ě 2.
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Hence, the long exact sequence of local cohomology implies that
H0U ppFpEq bR
rRq{pxqq “ 0.
Thus, L “ 0 and π is an isomorphism. 
By applying Proposition 4.2 repeatedly, we obtain the following useful corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Let R be a Noetherian local ring, and let E be a finite R-module
with rankE “ e. In the setting of Notation 2.1, let I be a generic Bourbaki ideal
of E with respect to a reduction U of E. Assume that depthFpEq ě e, then the
natural epimorphism
π : FpE2q{pF 2q ։ FpIq
is an isomorphism and F 2FpE2q is generated by a regular sequence of linear forms.
We now proceed to set up the technical framework in order for the Cohen-
Macaulay property to be transferred from FpIq back to FpEq. The key result is
Theorem 4.6, whose proof relies on the next two lemmas. Lemma 4.4 states that x
is a filter-regular element on FpEq bR rR with respect to the ideal EpFpEq bR rRq
(see for instance [36, p. 13]).
Lemma 4.4. Let R be a Noetherian local ring, E a finite R-module with rankE “
e ě 2, and let U be a reduction of E. Then, in the setting of Notation 2.5,
Supp
FpEqbR rR p0: FpEqbR rR xq Ď V pEpFpEq bR
rRqq.
Proof. Let q P SpecpFpEqbR rRqzV pEpFpEqbR rRqq and let p “ qXFpEq. Since
U “ Ra1`. . .`Ran is a reduction of E, it follows that q Ğ UpFpEqbR rRq. Hence,
p Ğ UFpEq, which means that at least one of the ai is a unit in FpEqp. Therefore,
x “
řn
i“1 Ziai is a nonzerodivisor in FpEqprZ1, . . . , Zns, hence also in its further
localization pFpEqrZ1, . . . , Znsqq “ pFpEq bR rRqq. Thus, p0: FpEqbR rR xqq “ 0. 
Lemma 4.5. Let R be a positively graded Noetherian ring with R0 local, and let x
be a homogeneous non-unit element of R. Let M be a finite graded R-module, and
assume that dim p0:M xq ă depth pM{xMq. Then, x is a nonzerodivisor on M .
Proof. It suffices to show that H0pxqpMq “ 0, which would follow from Nakayama’s
Lemma once we prove that H0pxqpMq{xH
0




Consider the short exact sequences
(1) 0 Ñ 0:M x Ñ M Ñ M{p0:M xq Ñ 0
and
(2) 0 Ñ M{p0:M xq
x
ÝÑ M Ñ M{xM Ñ 0.
Since p0:M xq “ H
0
pxqp0:M xq, it follows that H
1
pxqp0:M xq “ 0. Hence, the long
exact sequence of local cohomology induced by (1) implies that H0pxqpMq surjects
onto H0pxqpM{p0:M xqq. Therefore, the long exact sequence of local cohomology
induced by (2)
0 Ñ H0pxqpM{p0:M xqq
x
ÝÑ H0pxqpMq Ñ H
0
pxqpM{xMq
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in turn induces an exact sequence
H0pxqpMq
x





pxqpMq embeds into M{xM .
Also, notice that p0: xq “ 0 if and only if H0pxqpMq “ 0, hence if and only
if H0pxqpMq{xH
0
pxqpMq “ 0 by Nakayama’s Lemma. Therefore, Suppp0:M xq “
SupppH0pxqpMq{xH
0










AsspM{xMq, we also have that dimpR{pq ě depthpM{xMq. But then





which contradicts the assumption. So, it must be that AsspH0pxqpMq{xH
0
pxqpMqq “
H, as we wanted to prove. 
Theorem 4.6. In the setting of Notation 2.5, assume that R is local and that
rankE “ e ě 2. Let U be a reduction of E, and denote E – pE bR Sq{Sx.
Assume that one of the two following conditions hold:
piq RpEq satisfies S2, or
piiq depthRpEqq ě 2 for all q P SpecpSq such that Eq is not of linear type.
Then, the natural epimorphism
π : FpE bR Sq{pxq ։ FpEq
is an isomorphism. Moreover, x is regular on FpE bR Sq if depthFpEq ą 0.
Proof. Assumption (i) and Theorem 2.7 together imply that the natural epimor-
phism
π : RpE bR Sq{pxq ։ RpEq
is an isomorphism. The same conclusion holds if assumption (ii) is satisfied, thanks
to Theorem 3.1. Hence, π : FpE bR Sq{pxq ։ FpEq is an isomorphism as well.
In particular, if in addition depthFpEq ą 0 then depth pFpE bR Sq{pxqq ą 0.
Moreover, by Lemma 4.4 we know that p0: FpEbRSq xq is an Artinian FpE bR Sq-
module. Hence, x is regular thanks to Lemma 4.5. 
By applying Theorem 4.6 repeatedly, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.7. Let R be a Noetherian local ring, and let E be a finite R-module
with rankE “ e. In the setting of Notation 2.1 I be a generic Bourbaki ideal of E
with respect to a reduction U of E.
paq Assume that either RpIq is S2, or depthRpIqq ě 2 for all q P SpecpR
2q
so that Iq is not of linear type. Then, the natural epimorphism
π : FpE2q{pF 2q ։ FpIq
is an isomorphism.
pbq If in addition FpIq is Cohen-Macaulay, then F 2FpE2q is generated by a
regular sequence of linear forms.
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Proof. Notice that the assumptions in (a) imply that the assumptions (i) or (ii) in
Theorem 4.6 are satisfied at each iteration, thanks to Theorem 2.7 or Theorem 3.1
respectively. Hence, RpE2q{pF 2q – RpIq, and F 2RpE2q is generated by a reg-
ular sequence on RpE2q. Hence, by iteration of Theorem 4.6, it follows that
FpE2q{pF 2q – FpIq. Now, if furthermore FpIq is Cohen-Macaulay, then the proof
of Theorem 4.6 implies that also F 2FpE2q is generated by a regular sequence on
FpE2q. That the generators of F 2FpE2q are linear forms in FpE2q is clear by
construction. 
We are now ready to state and prove our main result.
Theorem 4.8. Let R be a Noetherian local ring, E a finite R-module with rankE “
e, U a reduction of E. Let I be a generic Bourbaki ideal of E with respect to U .
paq If FpEq is Cohen-Macaulay, then FpIq is Cohen-Macaulay.
pbq Assume that either RpIq is S2, or depthRpIqq ě 2 for all q P SpecpR
2q
so that Iq is not of linear type. If FpIq is Cohen-Macaulay, then FpEq is
Cohen-Macaulay.
Proof. We may assume that e ě 2. Suppose that FpEq is Cohen-Macaulay,
then depthFpEq “ ℓpEq ě e. Hence, by Corollary 4.3 it follows that depthFpIq “
ℓpEq ´ e` 1. The latter equals ℓpIq by [41, 3.10], hence FpIq is Cohen-Macaulay.
Conversely, if the assumptions in (b) hold, by Corollary 4.3 it follows that
depthFpEq “ ℓpIq ` e ´ 1 “ ℓpEq. Therefore, FpEq is Cohen-Macaulay. 
From the proofs of Corollary 4.3 and Theorem 4.8 it follows that FpEq is Cohen-
Macaulay whenever FpIq is Cohen-Macaulay and RpE2q is a deformation of RpIq.
In particular, finding conditions other than those in Theorem 2.7 or Theorem 3.1
to guarantee this deformation property for the Rees algebras would provide alter-
native versions of Theorem 4.8. In fact, in order to transfer the Cohen-Macaulay
property from FpEq to FpIq and backwards one would only need FpE2q to be a
deformation of FpIq. Finding conditions for this to occur without any prior knowl-
edge of the Rees algebra would potentially allow to use generic Bourbaki ideals also
in the case when the Cohen-Macaulayness of FpIq is possibly unrelated to that of
RpIq (see for instance [37, 10, 4, 16, 17, 5, 50, 29]).
4.1. Modules with Cohen-Macaulay fiber cone. Theorem 4.8 above implies
that the fiber cone FpEq of E is Cohen-Macaulay whenever both the Rees algebras
RpIq and the fiber cone FpIq of a generic Bourbaki ideal I of E are Cohen-
Macaulay. The goal of this section is to provide specific classes of modules with
this property. A class of modules with Cohen-Macaulay fiber cone and non-Cohen-
Macaulay Rees algebra will be provided later in Theorem 5.6.
Our first result regards modules of projective dimension one, and extends a
known result proved by Corso, Ghezzi, Polini and Ulrich for perfect ideals of height
two (see [4, 3.4]). Recall that a module E of rank e satisfies condition Gs if µpEpq ď
dimRp ´ e ` 1 for every p P SpecpRq with 1 ď dimRp ď s ´ 1. Moreover, by [41,
3.2] if E satisfies Gs then so does a generic Bourbaki ideal I of E.
Theorem 4.9. Let R be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring, and let E a finite, torsion-
free R-module with projdimpEq “ 1, with ℓpEq “ ℓ. Assume that E satisfies
Gℓ´e`1. If RpEq is Cohen-Macaulay, then FpEq is Cohen-Macaulay.
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Proof. Since E is a torsion-free module of projective dimension one which satisfies
Gℓ´e`1, then E admits a generic Bourbaki ideal I, which is perfect of height 2 (see
for instance the proof of [41, 4.7]). If e “ 1, then the conclusion follows from [4, 3.4].
Otherwise, notice that RpIq is Cohen-Macaulay by Theorem 2.3, whence FpIq is
Cohen-Macaulay by [4, 3.4]. Hence, FpEq is Cohen-Macaulay by Theorem 4.8. 
Corollary 4.10. Let R be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring, and let E a finite, torsion-
free R-module with projdimE “ 1, with ℓpEq “ ℓ. Let n “ µpEq and let
0 Ñ Rn´e
ϕ
ÝÑ Rn Ñ E Ñ 0
be a minimal free resolution of E. Assume that E satisfies Gℓ´e`1 and that one of
the following equivalent conditions hold.
piq rpEq ď ℓ´ e.
piiq rpEpq ď ℓ´ e for every prime p with dimRp “ ℓpEpq ´ e` 1 “ ℓ´ e` 1.
piiiq After elementary row operations, In´ℓpϕq is generated by the maximal mi-
nors of the last n ´ ℓ rows of ϕ.
Then, FpEq is Cohen-Macaulay.
Proof. By [41, 4.7], each of the conditions (i)-(iii) is equivalent to RpEq being
Cohen-Macaulay. Hence, the conclusion follows from Theorem 4.9. 
The following result was proved for fiber cones of ideals in [4, 3.1].
Theorem 4.11. Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring with infinite residue field.
Let E be a finite, torsion-free R-module with rankE “ e ą 0, ℓpEq “ ℓ and
rpEq “ r. Assume that E satisfies Gℓ´e`1 and ℓ ´ e ` 1 ě 2. Let I be a generic
Bourbaki ideal of E, and g “ htpIq. Suppose that one of the following conditions
holds.
piq If µpEq ě ℓ` 2, then FpEq has at most two homogeneous generating rela-
tions in degrees ď maxt r, ℓ´ e´ g ` 1 u.
piiq If µpEq “ ℓ` 1, then FpEq has at most two homogeneous generating rela-
tions in degrees ď ℓ´ e´ g ` 1.
If RpEq is Cohen-Macaulay, then FpEq is Cohen-Macaulay.
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, E admits a generic Bourbaki ideal I with ht I “ g ě 1,
µpIq “ µpEq ´ e ` 1 and rpIq ď r, which satisfies G ℓ´e`1, i.e. G ℓpIq (see [41,
3.10]). If e “ 1 the conclusion follows from [4, 3.1], since GpIq is Cohen-Macaulay
whenever RpIq is by [14, Proposition 1.1]. So we may assume that e ě 2. We show
that both RpIq and FpIq are Cohen-Macaulay, whence FpEq is Cohen-Macaulay
by Theorem 4.8.
Since by assumption RpEq is Cohen-Macaulay, then RpIq is Cohen-Macaulay
by Theorem 2.3. Hence also the associated graded ring GpIq is Cohen-Macaulay
by [14, Proposition 1.1]. Also, by Corollary 4.7 there is a homogeneous isomor-
phism FpE2q{pF 2q – FpIq. Therefore, if condition (i) holds, then whenever
µpIq ě ℓ ` 2 ´ e ` 1 “ ℓpIq ` 2 it follows that FpIq has at most two homo-
geneous generating relations in degrees at most maxt r, ℓ ´ e ´ g ` 1 u, hence in
degrees at most maxt rpIq, ℓpIq ´ g u. Similarly, in the situation of assumption
(ii), whenever µpIq “ ℓpIq ` 1 it follows that FpIq has at most two homogeneous
generating relations in degrees at most ℓ ´ e ´ g ` 1 “ ℓpIq ´ g. Hence, FpIq is
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Cohen-Macaulay by [4, 3.1]. 
In particular, with some additional assumptions on the module E, we can give
more explicit sufficient conditions for FpEq to be Cohen-Macaulay. The next two
corollaries exploit results on the Cohen-Macaulay property of Rees rings from [7]
and recover [4, 2.9] in the case when E is an ideal of grade at least two.
Recall that a module E is called orientable if E has a rank e ą 0 and p
Źe
Eq˚˚ –
R, where p´q˚ denotes the functor HomRp´, Rqq.
Corollary 4.12. Let R be a local Gorenstein ring of dimension d with infinite
residue field. Let E be a finite, torsion-free, orientable R-module, with rankE “
e ą 0 and ℓpEq “ ℓ. Let g be the height of a generic Bourbaki ideal of E, and
assume that the following conditions hold.
paq E satisfies G ℓ´e`1.
pbq rpEq ď k for some integer 1 ď k ď ℓ´ e.
pcq depthEj ě
!
d ´ g ´ j ` 2 for 1 ď j ď ℓ´ e´ k ´ g ` 1
d ´ ℓ` e` k ´ j for ℓ´ e´ k ´ g ` 2 ď j ď k
pdq If g “ 2, Ext j`1Rp pE
j
p, Rpq “ 0 for ℓ ´ e ´ k ď j ď ℓ ´ e ´ 3 and for all
p P SpecpRq with dimRp “ ℓ´ e such that Ep is not free.
Assume furthermore that one of the following two conditions holds.
piq If µpEq ě ℓ` 2, then FpEq has at most two homogeneous generating rela-
tions in degrees ď maxt r, ℓ´ e´ g ` 1 u.
piiq If µpEq “ ℓ` 1, then FpEq has at most two homogeneous generating rela-
tions in degrees ď ℓ´ e´ g ` 1 .
Then, FpEq is Cohen-Macaulay.
Proof. Assumptions (a)-(d) together imply that RpEq is Cohen-Macaulay, thanks
to [7, 4.3]. Hence, if either condition (i) or (ii) hold it follows that FpEq is Cohen-
Macaulay by Theorem 4.11. 
Recall that an R-module E is called an ideal module if E ‰ 0 is finitely generated,
torsion-free and so that E˚˚ is free, where ´˚ denotes the functor HomRp´, Rq.
Equivalently, E is an ideal module if and only if E embeds into a finite free module
G with gradepG{Eq ě 2 (see [41, 5.1]).
Corollary 4.13. Let R be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring, and let E be an ideal
module with rankE “ e and ℓpEq “ ℓ. Assume that the following conditions hold.
paq rpEq ď k, where k is an integer such that 1 ď k ď ℓ´ e.
pbq E is free locally in codimension ℓ´ e ´ mint2, ku, and satisfies G ℓ´e`1.
pcq depthpEjq ě d ´ ℓ` e` k ´ j for 1 ď j ď k.
Assume furthermore that one of the following two conditions holds.
piq If µpEq ě ℓ` 2, then FpEq has at most two homogeneous generating rela-
tions in degrees ď maxt r, ℓ´ e´ g ` 1 u.
piiq If µpEq “ ℓ` 1, then FpEq has at most two homogeneous generating rela-
tions in degrees ď ℓ´ e´ g ` 1 .
Then, FpEq is Cohen-Macaulay.
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Proof. From assumptions (a)-(c) it follows that RpEq is Cohen-Macaulay, thanks
to [7, 4.10]. Hence, if either condition (i) or (ii) hold, then FpEq is Cohen-Macaulay
by Theorem 4.11. 
5. Defining ideal of Rees algebras
In this section we use generic Bourbaki ideals to understand the defining ideal
of Rees algebras of modules. The idea is not completely novel, as it appears in
the proof of [41, 4.11], where the authors determine the defining ideal for the Rees
algebra of a module E of projective dimension one having a linear presentation. In
their case, the Rees algebra of a generic Bourbaki ideal I of E is Cohen-Macaulay,
however the latter condition will not be guaranteed nor required in the situations
considered in this section.
The first key observation is that it is always possible to relate a presentation
matrix of E to a presentation matrix of a generic Bourbaki ideal I of E.
Remark 5.1. (See also [41, p.617]). Let pR,m, kq be a Noetherian local ring and
let E be a finite R-module with a minimal presentation Rs
ϕ
ÝÑ Rn Ñ E Ñ 0 .
(a) With Z and xj as in Notation 2.1, by possibly multiplying ϕ from the
left by an invertible matrix with coefficients in kpZq, we may assume
that ϕ presents E2 with respect to a minimal generating set of the form





, where A and ψ are submatrices
of size pe´ 1q ˆ s and pn´ e` 1q ˆ s respectively. By construction, ψ is a
presentation of I, and is minimal since µpIq “ µpEq ´ e` 1 “ n´ e` 1.
(b) Assume that R “ Sm, where S is a standard graded algebra over a field
and m is its unique homogeneous maximal ideal. If the entries of ϕ are
homogeneous polynomials of constant degrees δ1, . . . , δs along each column,
then the entries of ψ are homogeneous polynomials of constant degrees
δ1, . . . , δs along each column.
Let R be a standard graded algebra over a field k and let E be a finite R-module.
Then, the fiber cone FpEq of E has a particularly useful description as a subring
of a polynomial ring over k, which is summarized in the following remark.
Remark 5.2. Let R be a standard graded algebra over a field k and homogeneous
maximal ideal m. Let E “ Ra1`. . .`Ran be finite R-module minimally generated
by elements of the same degree. On the polynomial ring S “ RrT1, . . . Tns define
a bigrading by setting degRi “ pi, 0q and degTi “ p0, 1q . Then, the Rees algebra
RpEq – S{J has a natural bigraded structure induced by the bigrading on S and
is generated in degrees p0, 1q. Moreover, mRpEq – rRpEqspą0,´q . Hence, the fiber
cone FpEq satisfies
FpEq – RpEq{mRpEq – rRpEqsp0,´q Ď krT1, . . . , Tns.
As a consequence, the homogeneous epimorphism
krT1, . . . , Tns “ S bR k ։ RpEq bR k “ FpEq
has kernel I – Jp0,´q.
Notice also that for an R-module E as in Remark 5.2 the defining ideal L of
the symmetric algebra SpEq satisfies L “ Jp´,1q. In particular, if IRrT1, . . . , Tns
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denotes the extension of I to the ring RrT1, . . . , Tns, then
J Ě L ` IRrT1, . . . , Tns.
E is said to be of fiber type if the latter inclusion is an equality, or equivalently, if
J is generated in bidegrees p´, 1q and p0,´q. The following theorem characterizes
the fiber type property of modules.
Theorem 5.3. Let R “ Sm where S is a standard graded algebra over a field with
unique homogeneous maximal ideal m. Let E be a finite R-module with rankE “
e ě 2, minimally generated by elements a1, . . . , an that are images in R of homo-
geneous elements of the same degree in S. Assume that E is torsion-free and that
Ep is free for all p P SpecR with depthR ď 1, and let I be a generic Bourbaki ideal
of E constructed with respect to the generators a1, . . . , an.
Assume that one of the following conditions hold.
piq RpIq satisfies S2; or
piiq depthRpIqq ě 2 for all q P SpecpR
2q so that Iq is not of linear type.
Then, E is of fiber type if and only if I is of fiber type.
Proof. Let RrT1, . . . , Tns ։ RpEq be the natural epimorphism mapping Ti to








2rT1, . . . , Tns and notice that Xj is mapped to xj via the
natural epimorphism R2rT1, . . . , Tns ։ RpE
2q. Let ϕ be a minimal presentation
of E with respect to the generators a1, . . . , an, let ψ be a minimal presentation
of I constructed as in Remark 5.1, and use these presentations to construct the
symmetric algebras SpEq and SpIq respectively. Let LE , JE and IE denote the
defining ideals of SpEq, RpEq and FpEq respectively. Similarly, let LI , JI and II
denote the defining ideals of SpIq, RpIq and FpIq respectively.
By construction it then follows that LI “ LER
2 ` pX1, . . . , Xe´1q, as well as
JI “ JER
2 ` pX1, . . . , Xe´1q. Since S is standard graded, this implies that
II “ rJI sp0,´q “ rJEsp0,´qR
2 ` pX1, . . . , Xe´1q “ IER
2 ` pX1, . . . , Xe´1q.
Hence, I is of fiber type if and only if
JI “ LI ` rJI sp0,´qR
2 “ LE ` rJEsp0,´qR
2 ` pX1, . . . , Xe´1q.
Now, if either assumption (i) or (ii) are satisfied, by Theorem 2.7 or Theorem 3.1














2 ` pX1, . . . , Xe´1qJER
2





which can occur if and only if in RrT1, . . . , Tns one has JE “ LE ` rJEsp0,´q, i.e.
if and only if E is of fiber type. 
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5.1. Almost linearly presented modules of projective dimension one. In
this section we describe the Rees algebra and fiber cone of almost linearly presented
modules of projective dimension one. Throughout we will consider the situation of
Setting 5.4 below.
Setting 5.4. Let R “ krY1, . . . , Yds be a polynomial ring over a field k, where
d ě 2. Let E be a finite R-module, minimally generated by homogeneous elements
of the same degree. Assume also that E has projective dimension one and satisfies
Gd. Then, has positive rank e and admits a minimal free resolution of the form
0 Ñ Rn´e
ϕ
ÝÑ Rn Ñ E Ñ 0, where n “ µpEq. Assume that ϕ is almost linear,
i.e. has linear entries, except possibly for those in the last column, which are
homogeneous of degree m ě 1.
In the situation of Setting 5.4, after localizing at the unique homogeneous maxi-
mal ideal, by Theorem 2.2 E admits a generic Bourbaki ideal I, which is perfect of
grade 2. Let ψ be a minimal presentation of I obtained from ϕ as in Remark 5.1.
By construction, ψ is also almost linear. In particular, the defining ideal of RpIq
is described by the following theorem of Boswell and Mukundan [2, 5.3 and 5.6].
Theorem 5.5. Let R “ krY1, . . . , Yds be a standard graded polynomial ring over a
field k. Let I be a perfect ideal of height 2 admitting an almost linear presentation
ψ. Assume that I satisfies Gd and that µpIq “ d ` 1. Then, the defining ideal of
the Rees algebra RpIq is
J “ pY ¨ Bpψqq ` IdpBmpψqq “ pY ¨Bpψqq : pY1, . . . , Ydq
m,
where m is the degree of the non-linear column of ψ and Bmpψq is the mth-iterated
Jacobian dual of ψ as in Definition 2.9. Moreover:
piq RpIq is almost Cohen-Macaulay, i.e. depthRpIq ě d´ 1, and it is Cohen-
Macaulay if and only if m “ 1.
piiq FpIq is Cohen-Macaulay.
We now generalize Theorem 5.5 to almost linearly presented modules of projec-
tive dimension one.
Theorem 5.6. Under the assumptions of Setting 5.4, set Y “ rY1, . . . , Yds and
assume that n “ d ` e. Then, the defining ideal of RpEq is
J “ ppY ¨ Bpϕqq : pY qmq “ pY ¨Bpϕqq ` IdpBmpϕqq,
where m is the degree of the non-linear column of ϕ and Bmpϕq denotes an m-th
iterated Jacobian dual as in Definition 2.9. Moreover:
piq RpEq is almost Cohen-Macaulay, and it is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if
m “ 1.
piiq FpEq is Cohen-Macaulay.
Proof. We modify the proof of [41, 4.11]. Let a1, . . . , an be a minimal generating
set for E corresponding to the presentation ϕ, and let RrT1, . . . , Tns ։ RpEq
be the natural epimorphism, mapping Ti to ai for all i. Localizing at the unique
homogeneous maximal ideal, we may assume that R is local and that E admits a
generic Bourbaki ideal I, which is perfect of grade 2 and such that µpIq “ n´e`1 “
d` 1. If e “ 1, then E – I and the statement follows from Theorem 5.5.
So, assume that e ě 2. With xj as in Notation 2.1, for 1 ď j ď e ´ 1 set
Xj “
řn
i“1 ZijTi, and note that Xj is mapped to xj under the epimorphism
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R2rT1, . . . , Tns ։ RpE
2q. Set T “ rT1, . . . , Tns. As in Remark 5.1, we can con-
struct a minimal almost linear presentation ψ of I, such that





modulo pX1, . . . , Xe´1q.





“ rY s ¨ Bpψq. Then, by
Theorem 5.5, the defining ideal of RpIq is
(3) JI “ pY ¨Bpψqq ` IdpBmpψqq “ pY ¨ Bpψqq : pY q
m,
where m is the degree of the non-linear column of ϕ. Moreover, RpIq is almost
Cohen-Macaulay, and Cohen-Macaulay if and only if the entries of ψ are all linear,
while FpIq is Cohen-Macaulay. In particular, by Theorem 2.3 it follows that RpEq
is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if ϕ is linear.
To prove the remaining statements, notice that E2q is of linear type for all
primes q in the punctured spectrum of R2 (this is because E2 has projective di-
mension one and satisfies Gd, by [1, Propositions 3 and 4]). Hence, also Iq is
of linear type for the same primes q. Moreover, the discussion above shows that
depthRpIq ě dimRpIq ´ 1 “ d ě 2. Hence, inducting on e and using Theorem 3.1
in the case when e “ 2, we obtain that RpIq – RpE2q{pF 2q and x1, . . . , xe´1 form
a regular sequence on RpE2q. Thus, X1, . . . , Xe´1 form a regular sequence modulo
JR2. This shows that RpE2q is almost Cohen-Macaulay, whence RpEq is almost
Cohen-Macaulay. It also implies that
JI “ JR
2 ` pX1, . . . , Xe´1q
Hence, from (3) and Lemma 5.7 below it follows that
JR2 ` pX1, . . . , Xe´1q “ pY ¨ Bpϕqq ` IdpBmpϕqq ` pX1, . . . , Xe´1q.
On the other hand, since E is of linear type locally on the punctured spectrum
of R, it follows that
J Ě pY ¨ Bpϕqq : pY qm Ě pY ¨ Bpϕqq ` IdpBmpϕqq,
where the last inclusion follows from Theorem 2.9(c). Therefore, sinceX1, . . . , Xe´1
form a regular sequence modulo JR2, in R2rT1, . . . , Tns we have:
J “ ppY ¨ Bpϕqq ` IdpBmpϕqq ` pX1, . . . , Xe´1qq X J
“ ppY ¨Bpϕqq ` IdpBmpϕqqq ` pX1, . . . , Xe´1qJ .
By the graded version of Nakayama’s Lemma, this means that
J “ pY ¨ Bpϕqq ` IdpBmpϕqq “ pY ¨ Bpϕqq : pY q
m,
as claimed. Finally, since FpIq is Cohen-Macaulay and depthRpIq ě 2, from
Theorem 4.8(b) it follows that FpEq is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Lemma 5.7. Let R “ krY1, . . . , YdspY1,...,Ydq, and denote Y “ rY1, . . . , Yds. Let ϕ,
ψ, Bpψq, and X1, . . . , Xe´1 be as in the proof of Theorem 5.6. Then, for all i and
for any Jacobian dual Bpϕq of ϕ, in R2rT1, . . . , Tns we have
pY ¨ Bpϕqq ` IdpBipϕqq ` pX1, . . . , Xe´1q “ pY ¨Bpψqq ` IdpBipψqq.
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, as in the proof of
Theorem 5.6. Then, in R2rT1, . . . , Tns we have
rY s ¨ Bpϕq ” rY s ¨Bpψq modulo pX1, . . . , Xe´1q.
So, the statement is proved for i “ 1. Now, let i ` 1 ě 2 and assume that the
statement holds for Bipϕq. Let Ci be a matrix as in Definition 2.9. Since
pY ¨Bipϕqq ` pIdpBipϕqq X pY qq “ pY ¨Bipϕqq ` pY ¨ Ciq
and the Bipϕq are bigraded, going modulo pX1, . . . , Xe´1q, in R
2rT1, . . . , Tns we
have
pY ¨Bipψqq ` pIdpBipψqq X pY qq “ pY ¨Bipψqq ` pY ¨ Ciq,
where Ci denotes the image of Ci modulo pX1, . . . , Xe´1q. Now, let Bi`1pψq “
rBipψqq |Cis. Then, in R
2rT1, . . . , Tns we have that
pY ¨ Bpϕqq ` IdpBi`1pϕqq ` pX1, . . . , Xe´1q “ pY ¨Bpψqq ` IdpBi`1pψqq,
as we aimed to show. 
We remark that the equality J “ pY ¨Bpϕqq : pY1, . . . , Ydq
m for the defining ideal
of the Rees algebra of a module E as in Theorem 5.6 could be obtained without
using generic Bourbaki ideals, by modifying the proof of [25, 6.1(a)]. In fact, even
if [25, 6.1(a)] is stated for perfect ideals of height two, its proof only uses the
structure of the presentation matrix, and one would only need to adjust the ranks
to prove the statement for modules of projective dimension one. More generally,
up to this minor adjustment in the proof, [25, 6.1(a)] shows that if E is a finite
module over krY1, . . . , Yds minimally generated by homogeneous elements of the
same degree, then the defining ideal of RpEq is J “ pY ¨ Bpϕqq : pY qN , where
N “ 1 `
řd
i“1pǫi ´ 1q and the ǫi are the degrees of the columns of ϕ.
Similarly, a good portion of the proof of Theorem 5.5 could be adjusted to the
case of modules of projective dimension one by modifying the ranks of the pre-
sentation. However, we would not be able to generalize the whole statement of
Theorem 5.5 using this method. Indeed, the proof of the equality J “ pY ¨Bpϕqq`
IdpBipϕqq in the case of perfect ideals of height two crucially makes use of the ideal
structure of the cokernel of the presentation matrix (see the proof of [2, 5.3]).
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